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Abstract. Collaborative modeling can enhance productivity and qual-
ity of modeling in system development and enterprise engineering projects
by helping to construct agreement and a sense of model ownership among
stakeholders/modelers. Most of these stakeholders have relatively low ex-
pertise in formal modeling; advanced modeler-oriented support for collab-
orative modeling is a possible remedy.As a basis for further development of
such support (methods, tools), we have carried out a detailed exploratory
study of the interaction between modelers, involving diverse aspects of
modeling: goal setting, modeling language concepts, planning, etc. Cen-
tral in our approach is the study of how collaborative modelers negotiate,
set, use, and deal with the various rules/goals governing interactive mod-
eling sessions. We describe the conceptual framework and approach used
for our analysis, and present findings from a case study which focused on
the first phases of a session concerning basic Business Process Modeling.
We also compare our findings to some existing work, to demonstrate the
relevance of our approach.

Keywords: Collaborative Modeling, Business Process Modeling, Qual-
ity of Modeling, Modeling as a Game.

1 Introduction

System development, and conceptual modeling in particular (including, under
our broad definition, information modeling, process/workflow modeling, and
even business rule modeling), is a process in which communication plays a vi-
tal role [1]. In system development (including enterprise engineering) a number
of stakeholders are usually brought aboard the system development ship with
varying skills, expertise, and knowledge. This results in a heterogeneous group of
stakeholders including, for example, project managers, (prospective) users who
may act as domain experts, system architects, analysts, programmers, etc. In
such environments, participants engage in various types of conversation during
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the creation of a agreed models. Such conversations involve negotiation, which
results in accepts, rejects, modifications, etc., (see, for example, [2,3]).

Much has been written about (conceptual) modeling, mainly in the area of
information systems. Some have developed frameworks to attain the desired
qualities of the developed models [4,5]; others developed guidelines for modeling,
see for example, [6]. Alternatively, we have worked toward understanding of the
detailed process (act) of modeling; see for example [7]. During the collaborative
process of system development, stakeholders “move through a process in which
they combine their expertise, insights and their resources to bring them to bear
for the task at hand” [8]. The importance of involving different hierarchical level
representatives in a (re-)engineering process is recognized in [9]. However, the
emphasis in the bulk of the literature is on tools and techniques used by the
stakeholders in order to achieve the desired model quality (completeness and
correctness). It is our contention, however, that when we are concerned with the
quality of the final model, we also need to analyze the process that generates it.
How a process is executed is a major influence (negatively or positively) on the
quality of the model.

If the complex and dynamic collaborative interactions involved are not prop-
erly organized and supported, the benefits that potentially accrue from them
may not be realized. This could, for example, be due to the limitations of the
human mind, collaborative capacity, or of resources needed. To overcome some
of these limitations, a number of approaches have been suggested, e.g. using
professional facilitators in Group Support Systems (GSS ) and Group Decision
Support Systems (GDSS ) [10], group model building in Systems Dynamics (SD)
[11], etc.

The work of Peter Rittgen [3] is closely related to our own, based on similar
principles, and therefore particularly relevant to this paper. His Collaborative
Modeling Architecture(COMA) tool [12] reflects a similar approach to collabo-
rative system analysis and design. However, while he focuses on negotiation of
models as such (which is indeed the core activity), he largely ignores other as-
pects (like language setting, planning, sub-model definition, etc.), or sets default
choices for them. While we consider his approach a good start, we believe more
differentiated and in-depth analysis of real modeling processes will contribute
to a broader and deeper understanding of what concerns modelers when they do
their thing, leading to refinement and improvement of the collaborative modeling
methods and tools.

The purpose of this paper is to propose, and report on results of, an approach
for analyzing the process (act) of modeling by analyzing the communication
between the modelers in a facilitator-free environment. Our in-depth analysis
aims to reveal conventions/rules for interaction and collaboration in modeling.
Knowledge of such patterns contributes to our understanding of the process
of modeling as it really occurs in operational modeling. Consequently, we hope
to advance our capability to design effective, more “modeler -oriented” support
tools for collaborative modeling processes. Such tools should actively support
the ways of thinking and interacting that lead to fulfillment of clear modeling
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goals [13]. This goes beyond the capabilities of the highly technical “model -
oriented” editors that are currently the best we can offer modelers. In order
to operationalize our approach, we hypothesize that the interactions that take
place in collaborative modeling sessions can be looked at as games with players
who may either explicitly or implicitly determine and play by rules of a modeling
game. Taking this metaphorical gaming perspective helps us to home in on the
rules and goals driving the modeling process, some of which may later feed
requirements for support tools.

In the remainder of this paper, we explain our operational conceptual frame-
work and methodological approach concerning the approach sketched above. We
illustrate the framework and approach at the hand of data and results from a
case collaborative modeling session. The main results are interaction and rule
categories found (reflecting various concerns of modelers), and various relevant
observations. We will also compare our findings with some existing work, mostly
to demonstrate the relevance of our approach.

2 Analytical Setup

In this section we give a brief overview of the questions we try to answer (in view
of our case study) in this paper. We then present an operational methodology de-
signed to help us find answers to the questions raised. As discussed, we take the
view that (conceptual) modeling in system and enterprise engineering can be re-
garded as a communicative process in which the modelers participate. We therefore
mainly look at (categories in) interactions between modelers. This in turn helps us
examine the rules and goals under which the development takes place. Crucially,
the setting of rules and goals may itself be subject to interaction. Consequently,
the rules can be changed and extended during the game, as part of the game.

2.1 Research Questions

We raise the following questions which motivate our way of thinking in this
paper:

– What are modelers concerned with during the case modeling session?
– What are the main categories of the rules governing a (process) modeling

session?
– How do rule categories found in the case study relate to the categories as

proposed and used in previous relevant frameworks for analysis?
(see Sect. 3 and Sect. 4.5 for details)

– What further observations can we make concerning rules, rule setting, and
interaction?

2.2 General Set-Up of the Study

We created a fairly elaborate context and asked three subjects to create a process
model together.
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Assignment. Prior to the session, we provided the modelers with an elaborate
written domain context (and enough time to read and digest it), even though we
expected them not to get very far in producing an actual model (given the limited
time available). The assignment we gave them was to start process modeling and
see how far they could get, with the added requirement that they should agree on
the outcome. We very deliberately did not dictate the use of a modeling language,
but since the modelers had some experience in the use of UML Activity diagrams,
we expected they would use this language (which indeed they did). Part of our
interest is in how modelers deal with (agreeing about) modeling concepts to
use. The business process scenario given to the modelers was based on a real
life case, and concerned the development of a Hazardous Material Management
System by the Materials Management Department of a city council through its
Management Information Systems Department.

Researchers. The modeling session was organized and passively attended by
two researchers. They took care of briefing and debriefing, observing and note-
taking. One helped clarify a few concepts in the scenario description when this
became necessary (i.e. he briefly acted as an informant, supplementing the writ-
ten scenario provided before the session). Importantly, the researchers did not
act as facilitators: the entire modeling session as such was intentionally left in
the hands of the modelers.

Modelers. Three modelers participated in the actual session. They all had some
experience in process modeling in a system development context, but were not
expert modelers.

Recording the basic data. The session (which took 18 minutes) was video
recorded with good sound quality. The modelers were also given a digital writing
pad, which was recorded alongside the video. This provided us with a full, syn-
chronized recording of all raw data we could wish for. See Fig. 1 for a snapshot
of the recording.

Transcription. A complete transcription was made of the recording, including
a detailed description of the drawings on the pad (which we consider a form
of utterance, on par with verbal utterances). Table 1 shows a sample of the
transcript. The three modelers are called M, D and R.

Data structuring and coding. To effectively study the conversation patterns
in the modeling session, we identified atomic interactions (i.e., disentangled them
if they were wrapped up in complex sentences) and annotated and categorized
them. Table 2 shows an example of annotated and categorized data for the
raw conversational data from Table 1. As usual in qualitative research with an
explorative flavor, finding an optimal coding system is part of the effort. Hence,
the coding system presented was in fact refined in the course of the analysis.

For the basics of our approach, we drew mainly on Language-Action Per-
spective (LAP) theory and Discourse Analysis, see for example [14]. The basic
annotation structure will be discussed in the next section.
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Table 1. Sample transcript of conversations from the video recording

Time Actor Speech Act

00:34 M OK, we have to model...Process...Where shall we start?
00:41 D Which language?
00:44 M Hah. May be we just first...something on the fly, some arrows and

some blocks, and then work it out later?
00:52 D Then we have to draw it twice, but...(laughs)
00:55 M So, What is the main process?
00:59 D Those are here (laughs, points to the document), so may be swim

lane diagrams
01:08 R Yes, could be.
01:10 M So as first ordering we see things ordering, dispensing and disposing
01:15 D Yes, so 5 swim lane diagrams
01:17 M So is it necessary for each process? Draw all five?
01:21 D I guess so. Maybe you get short diagrams, but.....
01:25 M Or we can make five first, so one for ordering, one for receiving, one

for storing....
01:30 D Yes?
01:32 R That’s what he meant I think.

Table 2. Sample coding and categorization of transcribed data

Time Topic Topic# Categorization Response to
0:34 Set Creation Goal 1 Proposition-[We must make a process model]

Set Planning 2 Question-[Where shall we start?]
0:41 Set Grammar Goal 3 Question-[Which language?]
0:44 Set Grammar Goal 4 Proposition/Answer-[Blocks and arrows] 3

Set Planning 5 Proposition/Answer 2
[First do something on the fly, then work it out later]

0:52 Set Planning 6 Argument-against 5
[But then we have to draw it twice]

0:55 Set Content 7 Question -[What is the process?]
0:59 Set Grammar Goal 8 Proposition-Counter 5

[Let’s use swim lanes]
1:08 Set Grammar Goals 9 Agreement-[Yes] 8
1:10 Set Content 10a Proposition

[We have Processes, Ordering, Dispensing and Disposing]
1:15 Set Content 10b Agreement-[Yes] 10a

Set Creation Goal 10c Proposition-[Let's create 5 swim lane diagrams]
1:17 Set Creation Goal 11 Question-Doubt 10a

[Draw 5 swim lane diagrams for each of the 5 processes?]
1:21 Set Creation Goal 12 Answer-[Yes] 11

Set Creation Goal 13 Argument for 10c
[May be you get short diagrams but still this is the way to go]

1:25 Set Creation Goal 14 Proposition, Agreement 10a
[Let's create 5 swim lane diagrams]

1:30 Set Creation Goal 15 Argument-Proposition 14
[Yes, Isn't that what I just proposed?]

1:32 Set creation Goal 16 Agreement, Question [Would 14 be OK?] 14
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Fig. 1. Snap-shot of the recording

3 Framework and Concepts

In this section, we explain and demonstrate our analytical framework and ap-
proach at the hand of some selected fragments of the case; presenting the com-
plete case analysis would take too much space. Our conceptual framework for
analysis is based on previous theoretical work on the act of modeling, but pushes
for operationalization of the theory in the form of qualitative analysis of (tran-
scripts of) actual modeling sessions. It is rooted in discourse analysis, but ex-
tends into the definition and deployment of rules representing conventions and
agreements concerning models and modeling processes.

In a collaborative modeling session modelers come together to perform some
modeling task (for example, the creation of a business process diagram in some
domain, for some purpose). They interact and communicate their ideas and
opinions to other members. For them to reach consensus and agreement, they
need to commit themselves to work as a team and abide by their collective
knowledge, conventions and decisions (rules of their game). Their communication
strategy sets the goals and rules (explicitly or implicitly) for a conversational
dialog in which the modelers propose and argue about (negotiate) the different
positions raised. This communication may result in (dis)agreement with, and
acceptance/rejection of, the ideas proposed. The interplay between interactions,
rules, and models, as discussed in our framework, is depicted in Fig. 2.

As mentioned, modelers are guided and restricted by modeling rules and goals.
In fact, we view goals as a key type of rule (“goal rules”): from a gaming per-
spective, the goals are rules setting states to strive for. The rules should ideally
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Some rules/goals of modeling apply to
intermediary and end-products (models) and 
these products may lead to the setting of new 
rules/goals.

Interactions 
Log

Models

Rules

Some interactions may change the rules of 
play and interactions are guided and 
restricted by rules of play.

Interactions lead to production of models, and 
generated (intermediate) models drive further 
interaction.

Fig. 2. A methodological approach for analyzing interactions, rules and models

guarantee process and model quality, but they also reflect existing conventions
for (inter)action in modeling and conversation. We distinguish two basic types
of rules in collaborative modeling: rules set for the game, i.e. setting the game
as such, and rules set in the game. i.e. by the players. These rules can further
be classified as either explicit or implicit rules. The combined distinctions form
a simple 2x2 matrix. We consider all four resulting categories crucial in under-
standing “how people model” in terms of “the rules they play by”, but focus on
explicit rules. In our case study, the explicit rules set in the game outnumber
the ones set for the game.

In order to be able to analyze a conversation in terms of specialized concepts
(a form of qualitative text analysis), we need a coding system to be applied to
the recorded interactions. In addition, we make explicit a set of rules governing
the interactions and the products thereof. Finally, we can relate the product of
the conversation, the model (and its consecutive versions), to the conversation,
and to the rules where relevant; however, in the current paper we focus on rule
setting as such.

• Interactions - with properties: time and interaction number, actor(player),
topic/content, and speech act type. Table 3 gives an example of interaction
coding, interpretation and the meta-data associated with its properties.

• Rules - with properties: time of activation, content and number of inter-
action it was activated in, time of deactivation, content and number of in-
teraction it was deactivated in, type of rule. Interactions are identified by
numbers. See Table 4.

• Models - These are generated lists of propositions (statements) derived from
the entire conversation up to some time t, and subject to selection criteria
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Table 3. Interaction coding, interpretation and meta-data

Time/Int# Actor Speech Act - [Type] Topic

6:04 105 M Should we introduce a vendor, actor 9? [Ques-
tion]

Set content

6:08 106 D The material handler already functions as the
vendor. [Argue against 105]

Set content

Table 4. Rule coding, interpretation and meta-data

T ime[A] Interaction[A] T ime[D] Interaction[D] RuleType

14:24 Decisions are repre-
sented by means of a
diamond symbol. [236]

- - Grammar
goal rule

Where Interaction[A/D] is the interaction in which the rule is activated/de-activated.
T ime[A/D] is the activation/de-activation time of the rule. However, there were no
occurrences of rule de-activation in the case study.

Table 5. Model coding, interpretation and meta-data

Time Propositions Selection Criteria

12:23 Check Storage is the first activity in
swim lane 6.

Proposed and drawn, not explicitly
disagreed with.

14:01 And here the Item is finally ordered Explicitly agreed with by all

determining which proposals make it to the common (shared) model. Table 5
shows two example propositions and the criteria that were used in selecting
them for the model.

Viewing modeling as a game requires identification of the rules under which the
modeling game is played, including goals driving and motivating the players (i.e.,
modelers). Previous work has dealt with identification of modeling goals based on
known aspects of quality of modeling, concerning both the process of modeling
and the models themselves. Our goal types were initially derived from the QoMo
framework [5,7], in turn derived from the Semiotic Quality framework (SEQUAL)
[4], but were now tested in practice, and thus a result of this paper is partial vali-
dation of the QoMo framework. Another link with an existing approach is with the
COMAapproachof PeterRittgen [3]; we will also briefly compare our findings with
COMA. Such comparison is interesting as such but it also serves to demonstrate
how our approach may contribute to the method and evaluation.

4 Findings

In this section we present our findings and observations; however, note that a
different result is the analytical approach as such, as presented in this and the
previous section.
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Table 6. Duration and number of interactions of the collaborative modeling phases

Phase Phase Activity Duration
(seconds)

No.
Interactions

I Setting of the main approach: choosing the lan-
guage and sub-division of work

104 21

II Exploring and deciding which actors play a role
in the first partial process model.

414 126

III Modeling the sub-process 527 144

Total 1045 291

We applied the basic framework and approach shown in Fig. 2 to the case
study described in Sect. 2.2. Our central aim was to discover and make explicit
the “rules of the modeling game”, and the dynamics of them being set in view of
particular goals and situations. The whole collaborative modeling session con-
sisted of a total of 291 interactions and took 17.25 minutes or 1045 seconds. It
showed three clearly distinguishable phases (see Sect. 4.4), each with its own
typical proportion of interactions types. Table 6 summarized these phases.

4.1 Categorization of the Speech-Acts

In line with [3], it can be noted from the video and the transcription that the
communication among the modelers can broadly be categorized as a negotiation.
I consists of argumentations (argue for/against) by the modelers which results
in either acceptance/agreement by all modelers, or rejection of the proposals.
Explicit agreement only occurs at some points in the negotiations, whereas “si-
lence means agreement” is the convention applied most in the case conversation.
Rejection may come explicitly, as a result of a disagreement (objection) to a pro-
posal or as a result of an agreement to drop a proposal. For our full set of speech
act categories, see Table 7, which also gives the distribution of the interactional
speech acts over the three phases.

Table 7. Number and type of speech acts within the phases

Speech Act Type Phase I Phase II Phase III Total

# % # % # % # %

Propose/Answer 7 33 30 24 39 27 76 26

Counter propose 0 0 3 2 6 4 9 3

Question 7 33 25 20 16 11 48 16

Argue for 2 10 3 2 7 5 12 4

Argue against 1 5 9 7 7 5 17 6

Agree with/Accept 4 19 17 13 23 16 44 15

Disagree with/Reject 0 0 16 13 7 5 23 8

Non-verbal(graphical)
acts

0 0 23 18 39 27 62 21

Total 21 126 144 291
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4.2 Categorization of Topics of Interactions

All interactions either contribute toward the setting of a goal or toward goal
fulfillment. Interactions of one type can fulfill several goals at the same time; for
example, content setting should respect grammar rules and thus fulfills grammar
goals, but content setting also, and primarily, fulfills creation goals. Interactions
either set some proposition, or else concern one: they ask a question about one,
argue for or against it, agree with it/accept it or disagree with/reject it. Also,
they may draw one (on the digital pad). Accepted propositions set either rules
or content. Accepted content becomes part of the model (see Table 5). In Table 8
we show the interaction topics as identified. The numbers and their correspond-
ing percentages in the column total indicate the frequency use of the interaction
topics.

Table 8. Number and type of interaction topics

Interaction Topic

Phase GRM PLN CON CRT COL Total

# % # % # % # % # % # %

I 4 25 3 43 2 1 12 100 0 0 21 7

II 2 13 1 14 120 47 0 0 3 100 126 43

III 10 63 3 43 131 52 0 0 0 0 144 49

Total 16 7 253 12 3 291
GRM = Grammar, PLN = Planning, CON = Content, CRT = Creation,

COL = Collaboration

The topics of the interactions mostly cover the categories proposed in [5], with
some exceptions (see Sect. 4.5). Grammar and creation goal setting were found
as expected, as was content setting (which does not concern goal setting but
fulfillment of goals). Collaboration Setting is an interaction category not pre-
viously proposed. It concerns how modelers are to collaborate with each other :
what roles, hierarchy, responsibilities; how they organize themselves. Rules and
goals may well be set for collaboration, but in the case this did not happen explic-
itly (though collaboration was topic of conversation). Another “new” topic was
found: Planning Setting, concerning options for temporal scheduling and strate-
gies concerning the fulfillment of creation goals. One other category was found
but discarded in the tables because of its odd nature but may yet be interesting:
Help Setting, concerning rules for asking “external help” (for example, asking
for additional domain info). Categories like collaboration setting, planning, and
even help setting are noteworthy and deserve some extra study; however, in the
current case study they played very minor roles in explicit conversation.

4.3 Rules and Goals

As mentioned before, some rules were set for the game by the researchers, some
set in the game, by players. All rules encountered were goal rules (e.g. creation
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goal rules or grammar goal rules). A special class of goal rule is a goal setting
goal rule: it drives the modelers to set some explicit goal(s). Below we present
the three goal rules that were explicitly set for the game (i.e in the assignment
given): a creation goal, a grammar goal setting goal, and a validation goal. Next
we present all rules set in the game. They mainly concern the modeling language
(which concepts to use: grammar goals), and in one case how to divide the main
task into sub-tasks and sub-models (an agreed refinement of the assigned creation
goal).

These rules were set for the game:

1. Goal setting rule: creation goal. Content: “Create process model”. Proposed
and activated in the Assignment.

2. Goal setting goal rule: grammar goal. Content: “Set grammar goals”. Pro-
posed and activated in the Assignment

3. Goal setting rule: validation goal. Content: “All participants should agree
on the model”. Proposed and activated in the Assignment

These rules were set in the game:

1. Goal setting rule: grammar goal. Content: “Use blocks and arrows to rep-
resent activities and the relations between them”. Proposed at t=0:44 and
activated at t=8:53

2. Goal setting rule: grammar goal. Content: “Use Swim Lanes”. Proposed at
t=0:59 and activated at t=2:21

3. Goal setting rule: creation goal. Content: “There should be 5 swim lane
diagrams composing the process model”. Proposed at t=1:15 and activated
at t=1:42 (by explicit agreement)

4. Goal setting rule: grammar goal. Content: “Use numbers above the swim
lanes corresponding to the actors involved in the process”. Proposed at
t=2:10 and activated at 2:21

5. Goal setting rule: grammar goal. Content: “Sequences of activities are started
with the START symbol”. Proposed at t=8:34 and activated also at t=8:34
(used without discussion, but explicitly agreed on immediately).

6. Goal setting rule: grammar goal. Content: “Use end symbol to mark end of
process flow”. Proposed at t=14:6 and also activated at t=14:06

7. Goal setting rule: grammar goal. Content: “Decisions are represented by
means of decision diamonds”. Proposed at t=14:18 and activated at 15:19
(after considerable discussion, and against UML standard; participants are
aware of this).

4.4 Overall Findings and Observations

In this section we focus on answering the questions raised in Sect. 2.1. Generally,
we observe that in a group modeling session, modelers indeed go through a
structured and highly interactive negotiation-like process guided by goals/rules
that are either set for the game or set in the game. The modelers were mainly
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concerned with structuring the modeling process, modeling concept selection, and
content setting, though other topics arose. In some cases, goals set early (for the
game, in the assignment) were later refined, in particular the creation goal. Some
effort also went into setting the grammar goals, as required by the initial “goal
setting goal”. A relatively low number of rules set for the game is followed by
a larger number set in the game. It would of course be interesting to see what
happens if more rules are set in the assignment, and indeed we intend to look at
this in later experiments.

As shown in Table 6, at the hand of observed distribution of interaction topics
we were able to distinguish three phases in the case session: 1) Setting the main
approach –choosing the language and sub-division of work, 2) Exploring and
deciding which actors play a role in the partial modeling process and 3) Modeling
the subprocess. In view of our focus on “the rules of the game”, the first phase
can be seen as dedicated to such rule setting, whereas in the two other (main)
phases, sporadic rule setting as required by the situation occurred. We conclude
that two modes of rule setting seem to occur: planned, pro-active rule setting
(phase I) and ad hoc, reactive rule setting (phases II and III).

In Table 7 and Table 8 we presented the categories and patterns of observed
interactions (speech act types and interaction topics, respectively). The speech
act types observed largely fit standard speech act categorization as common in
the literature, as expected. We were able to finalize a small set of speech acts
that enables us to elegantly code all interactions within scope of our analysis.
As for interaction topics, these can broadly be put in the following categories:
Planning, Creation, Grammar, Collaboration, and Content. Content concerns
the model as such, the other topics concern matters of process and method. As
shown in Table 8, content setting has by far the biggest share in the number of
interactions (253), which was to be expected.

4.5 Comparison with Existing Frameworks

In this section we compare our framework and analysis to two relevant ap-
proaches from the literature: QoMo [5,7] and COMA [3,12].

Comparison with Quality of Modeling framework (QoMo). The QoMo
framework involves an analysis of aspects for quality-of-modeling based on the
product-oriented SEQUAL framework [4]. Roughly speaking, QoMo rephrases
the SEQUAL aspects (and some additional ones) as “goals for modeling”. The
QoMo Goals are theoretical in nature; our case study provides an opportunity for
a reality check on QoMo. We will simply compare the QoMo goals-for-modeling
from [5] (which is the most mature version) with the concerns-for-modeling that
transpired from our close study of explicit interactions in an actual modeling
session.

QoMo distinguishes Usage Goals, Creation Goals, Validation Goals, Argu-
mentation Goals, Grammar Goals, Interpretation Goals, and Abstraction Goals.
Usage goals are not explicitly encountered in our case study, as they are out of
its scope, but implicitly they are part of the assigned domain description (Sect.
2.2) which provides a rough use context for which the process model is intended.
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Creation goals were clearly and explicitly encountered in the case study: a
rough one was set for the game, and some refinement took place in the game
(agreed setting of five sub-models). A validation goal was also explicitly set
in the assignment, but no validation goals were discussed in the game, i.e. the
plain initial goal “agree on the model” appears to have been workable for the
modelers. Validation goals thus seem relevant enough, but in informal or prelim-
inary settings their finer points remained implicit. Our assumption is that the
modelers fall back on generic conventions for conversation and argumentation.
However, we still expect validation goals to require refinement and specification
in later stages of modeling (for example, when formal commitment of stakehold-
ers comes in); further research will have to confirm this. Argumentation goals
as well as interpretation goals are specializations of validation, and they too
are not made explicit in the case study, yet again seem implicitly present as
part of regular conventions for interaction. Interpretation, however, does seem
to play some explicit role in content setting: phase II of the case mostly concerns
attempts of the modelers to get a grip on poorly understood domain terminol-
ogy; differences in meaning are discussed at length, and finally resolved –up to a
point. This aspect also warrants further research. Grammar goals are clearly
and explicitly set and used in the case study, which was in fact encouraged as
the assignment included a “goal setting goal” that instructed the modelers to
choose modeling concepts, hence to set grammar goals. Grammar goals setting
thus proves a viable concept, and it is interesting to see how gradual, incremental
introduction of concepts took place. Also, in more than one respect the model-
ers consciously diverted from standard UML (their initial choice). Abstraction
goals, an obscure category as it is, were not encountered explicitly.

In addition (as discussed in Sect. 4.2), several topics of interaction were iden-
tified that suggest extension of the theory-based QoMo goal set: Planning, Col-
laboration, and possibly also Help goals. However, they are arguably not directly
quality-oriented, and hence this finding seems not so much to point out a gap
in QoMo but rather the somewhat insufficient scope of a strict quality-oriented
perspective on modeling goals.

Comparison with the Collaborative Modeling Architecture (COMA).
COMA is an interactive and collaborative modeling approach and tool which
can be viewed as incorporating and thus setting various modeling goals/rules
and interaction mechanisms, some of them as options, some of them “hard”.
Looking at the COMA tool [12] (its initial incarnation), the following rules are
built into the system.

The tool is based on a standard UML editor for 5 types of diagram, including
activity diagrams. This means that the Grammar Goals are hard-coded (though
use of advanced concepts is often optional). In terms of the modeling language,
therefore, our case study would probably have looked different if it had been
conducted using the COMA tool: use of non-standard UML, like decision di-
amonds in an activity diagram, would have been impossible (which is not to
say this would have presented the modelers with a problem). The other relevant
goal category is that of Validation Goals. Rittgen built in support for validation
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in the form of an acceptation mechanism with decision parameters. This boils
down to offering a choice out of various popular decision mechanisms observed
to occur in collaborative modeling: a choice of detailed validation rules. In other
words, COMA has a Goal Setting Goal underlying the validation parametriza-
tion (preceding a session). Finally, COMA is negotiation-oriented and supports
argumentation for or against (partial) model diagrams. This is of course closely
related to our speech act categories, and even amounts to the setting of an
Argumentation Goal. All in all it seems that indeed, COMA comes close to
embodying the main modeling goals as recognized in our approach and case.
However, COMA is relatively restrictive in setting some main goals (so some re-
finement should be useful), and further ignores other aspects, like interpretation
(negotiation about meaning), collaboration (team organization) and planning
(delivery and task decomposition). Findings from this paper, but mostly from
further research in a similar vein (Sect. 5), may well provide valuable input for
evolutionary development of tools like COMA.

5 Conclusions and Further Research

We have presented and illustrated a research approach aimed at analyzing the
detailed process (act) of modeling. We analyzed an actual collaborative modeling
session. We presented a conceptual framework and a methodological approach.
Findings were also presented, answering our research questions within scope of
the case study. We also used our findings to perform a partial validation of
the QoMo and COMA approaches, and thus demonstrated its applicability for
evaluation purposes.

We do not claim that our approach is definitive and static. There clearly is
ample room for elaboration and improvement. Similar analyzes for different (in
particular, more restrictive) modeling contexts should be performed, which will
no doubt require refinement of the method. Still, we hope to have shown that
the sort of analysis presented can be fruitful, in particular in view of (empirical),
HCI-style research into modeler-oriented, collaborative creation of models. In
the near future, we plan to carry on in this line of work in a PhD project
[15] that this paper is also a product of. Our main aim is to lay a foundation
for the evaluation and design of advanced, modeler-oriented support tools for
collaborative modeling.
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